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Image Thumbnail CP ActiveX Control is a library that you can use in order to offer an application you develop the possibility to display images
in thumbnail sizes for a large number of formats. With it, you are able to view previews for images in BMP, GIF, ICO, JPEG, J2K, JP2, JPC,
J2C, PCX, PNG, PSD, TIF, WMF, WBMP, TGA, PGX, RAS and PNM formats. The library is compatible with C#, C, VB.NET, VB, Delphi

and Access developed applications. Image Thumbnail CP ActiveX Control also allows the use of customizable file formats and each of the
thumbnails can display tooltips. Moreover, you are able to define custom tooltip text. The library can select multiple clips, show the tooltips for
each one, define text for each image and load the thumbnails from a folder. If you encounter files in TIFF or PDF format, the application can

display the thumbnails for them even if they have multiple pages. Image Thumbnail CP ActiveX Control allows you to add a vertical and
horizontal scroll bar to the thumbnail browser and you can also rotate the clips the way you want. Since images tend to lose quality when they are
resized, the library enables you to maintain the aspect ratio of the original files. Using it, you are also able to overlay caption text and adjust the

background, highlights, shadow, font size and text color. You are able to define the viewing area of the browser you can create making it
possible to display as many thumbnails as you want. Image Thumbnail CP ActiveX Control is a library that works just fine with programming
languages that support ActiveX, such as Access, C# 2005, Delphi, VIsual Basic, Visual FoxPro and Visual C. Image Thumbnail CP ActiveX

Control is a library that you can use in order to offer an application you develop the possibility to display images in thumbnail sizes for a large
number of formats. With it, you are able to view previews for images in BMP, GIF, ICO, JPEG, J2K, JP2, JPC, J2C, PCX, PNG, PSD, TIF,

WMF, WBMP, TGA, PGX, RAS and PNM formats. The library is compatible with C#, C, VB.NET, VB, Delphi and Access developed
applications
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* Insert images into text * Keep controls on/off * Interactive auto-size * Controls with tooltip * Image preview * Overlay image caption text *
Change text color * Specify a background color * Select multiple images * Load thumbnail image from a folder * Load thumbnail image from a
file * Rotate images * Load thumbnail image from a clipboard * Use customized tooltips * Define the area of interest for the thumbnail browser

* Display as many thumbnails as you want * Preserve the aspect ratio of original files * Fit the browser area * Display caption text * Use the
images according to the specified background color * Set the text color * Scale the images to any size * Unscaled images * Show thumbnail

image as a link * Overlay controls * Scale image to specified size * Display controls that you want * Use custom controls * Create the thumbnail
browser * Reset the browser * Resize the thumbnail browser * Preview an image at a specified size * Remove the clip from the browser *

Display a thumbnail browser * Scrolling in the thumbnail browser * Use mouse scroll wheel to scroll * Support multiline captions * Define the
text of caption * Display caption for each image * Set the text of caption * Use custom captions * Vertical and horizontal scrolling * Display
caption for each image * Specify caption text * Add a title to the thumbnail browser * Select single image from the directory * Select single
image from the file * Use clipboard to insert images * Restore a thumbnail browser * Scrolling in the thumbnail browser * Select a specified

range of images * Scrolling in the thumbnail browser * Thumbnails in single row * Thumbnails in multiple rows * Thumbnail browser in custom
size * Thumbnail browser with border * Thumbnail browser with border and caption * Thumbnail browser with border, caption and controls *
Create the thumbnail browser * Restore the thumbnail browser * Restore the thumbnail browser * Restore the thumbnail browser * Restore the
thumbnail browser * Restore the thumbnail browser * Show toolbar when the thumbnail browser is displayed * Toolbar contains buttons * Show
the toolbar when the thumbnail browser is displayed * Toolbar contains buttons * Save the browser * Save the browser as an image file * Reset

the thumbnail browser * Restore the thumbnail browser * Restore the 1d6a3396d6
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Image Thumbnail CP ActiveX Control is a component that you can use in order to offer your application the possibility to display a large
number of images in thumbnail sizes. The application allows you to view thumbnails for BMP, GIF, ICO, JPEG, J2K, JP2, JPC, J2C, PCX,
PNG, PSD, TIF, WMF, WBMP, TGA, PGX, RAS and PNM formats. The library is compatible with C#, C, VB.NET, VB, Delphi and Access
developed applications. Image Thumbnail CP ActiveX Control is a library that allows you to view thumbnail images in BMP, GIF, ICO, JPEG,
J2K, JP2, JPC, J2C, PCX, PNG, PSD, TIF, WMF, WBMP, TGA, PGX, RAS and PNM formats. The application is compatible with C#, C,
VB.NET, VB, Delphi and Access developed applications. Image Thumbnail CP ActiveX Control allows you to display multiple clips, show the
tooltips for each one, define text for each image and load the thumbnails from a folder. If you encounter files in TIFF or PDF format, the
application can display the thumbnails for them even if they have multiple pages. Image Thumbnail CP ActiveX Control allows you to add a
vertical and horizontal scroll bar to the thumbnail browser and you can also rotate the clips the way you want. Since images tend to lose quality
when they are resized, the library enables you to maintain the aspect ratio of the original files. Using it, you are also able to overlay caption text
and adjust the background, highlights, shadow, font size and text color. You are able to define the viewing area of the browser you can create
making it possible to display as many thumbnails as you want. Image Thumbnail CP ActiveX Control is a component that works just fine with
programming languages that support ActiveX, such as Access, C# 2005, Delphi, VIsual Basic, Visual FoxPro and Visual C. Image Thumbnail
CP ActiveX Control Description: Image Thumbnail CP ActiveX Control is a component that you can use in order to offer your application the
possibility to display a large number of images in thumbnail sizes. The application allows you to view thumbnails for BMP, GIF, ICO, JPEG,
J2K, JP

What's New in the?

Image Thumbnail CP ActiveX Control provides a number of features that make it a suitable candidate for a large number of applications. The
library allows you to view multiple images in different formats and as many thumbnails as you want. Moreover, you can customize the image
previews and add the caption text in different fonts, sizes and colors. You can also make sure that the thumbnails maintain the original aspect
ratio and can handle images with multiple pages. The library does not require any Microsoft technologies. You can easily use it with other
programming languages that support ActiveX. You can add a vertical and horizontal scroll bar to the browser to preview all the thumbnails. It is
possible to limit the number of columns and rows the browser can show so that it can display all the thumbnails at once without getting out of
memory. The control can also display thumbnails of PDF and TIFF files and the images can be scaled with no loss in quality. Also, the
thumbnails are displayed with just a fraction of memory that is required to display the original images. Features: This library works with BMP,
GIF, ICO, JPEG, J2K, JP2, JPC, J2C, PCX, PNG, PSD, TIF, WMF, WBMP, TGA, PGX, RAS and PNM formats and displays a preview for
each image that you have selected. With it, you can display the thumbnails of as many images as you want and select multiple images to be
previewed together. The previewed thumbnails can be rotated, scaled and moved with the mouse. Moreover, the library can automatically select
the images and show the tooltips you specify for them. You can also define the tooltip text. You can add a vertical and horizontal scroll bar to the
browser in order to preview the thumbnails without losing them. You can also add a custom toolbar that will allow you to activate the controls
that you need. The control has the ability to display the thumbnails of PDF and TIFF files and it is possible to resize them without any loss of
quality. Also, the thumbnails can be scaled to the ratio you want. This library provides all the features that you may want from an image browser.
Therefore, it is a useful addition to your software. Key Features: The library enables you to view multiple images in different formats and as
many thumbnails as you want. With it, you are able to display the preview of the images. Moreover, you are able to customize the preview of the
thumbnails and add caption text in different fonts, sizes and colors. You can make sure that the thumbnails maintain the original aspect ratio and
can handle images with multiple pages. You can add a vertical and horizontal scroll bar to the browser to preview all the thumbnails. You can
limit the number of columns and
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